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08 LOOK, IT´S WOOD!
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SPOTLIGHT: COMPETENCE IN
TRADE FAIR BUILDINGS
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SHAPING THE FUTURE:
Dear architects, planners, and builders,
This issue of Look it´s Wood is dedicated to our competence in trade fair hall building. We have shaped the history and future
of this field for more than 40 years.
As early as 1955, WIEHAG started to promote laminated timber construction techniques and ever since we have shaped
and pushed developments in the field of wide-span glued laminated wood roofing constructions. No matter whether in
construction, production technology, assembly logistics, or achievement of large span lengths, WIEHAG is the industry's
pace setter. But there is another fundamental factor in WIEHAG's favour: our choice of material, wood. The attractiveness
of a wooden solution is undisputed, even today. Our international reference objects demonstrate the sustainable quality and
engineering skills of our load bearing system solutions. On top of this, a further competitive advantage will become even
more significant in future: the price.
•
•
•
•
•

WIEHAG load bearing system solutions are economical
Self-supporting span lengths of up to 200 m allow large areas of support-free floor space
Wood is attractive, guarantees ideal interior acoustics, has excellent fire protection capabilities (up to F90B)
and is resilient against chemicals
The high-level of factory pre-fabrication reduces assembly time and costs
WIEHAG's precision and speed in planning, manufacturing and assembly sets standards

Dr. Werner Kronlachner
CEO WIEHAG
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MILESTONES: TRADE FAIR BUILDING KLAGENFURT
Built by WIEHAG in 1966, the Trade Fair Building in Klagenfurt is a milestone in the history of
constructional engineering with wood. A span of almost 100 m was bridged to create what was the
largest wooden building in Europe at the time with a floor space of 7,200 m2.

You can understand why people in
Klagenfurt are still proud of their trade
fair hall today if you consider the technical, logistical and organisational
challenges that this large-scale building posed for the stake holders. It
was necessary to calculate, manufacture and transport 1,300 m2 of glued
laminated wood within a very short
period of time. The length of the individual components, 55 m, pushed
contemporary transport options to
the limits. The designers had put in
some noteworthy pioneering work
before the event. Designing a selfBUILDER/OWNER
ARCHITECT
T E C H . D ATA
CONCEPT

supporting structure spanning 96 m
with an unusually high snow load component of 2.0 kN/m2, and distributing
a gable wind load of 780 kN on the
roof surface over the longitudinal walls
were challenges of a completely unprecedented dimension in the 1960s.
Standards for wooden buildings at
the time left too many questions unanswered; however, thanks to this
reference project and by deducting
from steel building standards, the
problems were solved. It is thanks to
the foresight of the building owners,
Österreichische Holzbaumesse

(the Austrian Wooden Building Fair)
Klagenfurt that the attempt was made
at all. The building owner wanted to
set a clear signal in Austria's budding
laminated wood building and to live
up to the trade fair's name. This
decision was worthwile in many ways,
as the trade fair building is still one of
the city's landmarks, and still in an
excellent state of repair after 42 years
with only minimal maintenance overhead, making it an impressive backdrop for events today.

Österreichische Holzbaumesse Klagenfurt
DI Otto Loider, Vienna
self-supporting structure spanning 96 m,
length 75 m, height 25 m
Two-part binder cross-sections with bands of
multiply laminated plates

LOOK BACK
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NEW TRADE FAIR CENTRE WELS
The largest wooden building in Upper Austria – erected in record time
The City of Wels in collaboration with Wels Trade Fair built a new trade fair
centre at the trade fair grounds investing a total sum of 26 million euros.
In line with the energy-conscious City of Wels' policies, the conference and
administrative facilities of the future-oriented large-scale project followed
a passive house building design, while the exhibition hall was executed as
a low-energy design. The sensational load bearing structure and roof
construction are by WIEHAG.

The New Trade Fair Centre gives the whole trade fair grounds a new centrepiece and landmark

BUILDER/OWNER

Holding Wels GmbH

ARCHITECTS

AT4 Architekten ZT GmbH

S T R U C T U R A L E N G I N E E R I N G DI Georg Hochreiner, Altheim
T E C H . D ATA

14.400 m2 floor space (flexible separating walls)
5.500 m3 wood
2.800 m3 glued laminated wood (gluelam)
Gluelam main load bearing structure: 90 m self-supporting
Gluelam secondary load bearing structure: 27.5 and 40 m self-supporting

S P E C I A L F E AT U R E S low energy and/or passive house standard
Extremely short construction time

Modern interior design in combination with an interplay of light and materials
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The New Trade Fair Centre Wels,
which was officially inaugurated by
Austria's Federal Chancellor, Dr. Alfred
Gusenbauer, 10 th October 2007,
impresses viewers with its modern,
aesthetic architecture and more. The
project partners created a technical
masterpiece within an extremely short
construction period; the challenges
would have been enormous even
without the deadlines. Just two years
elapsed between the decision to build
a new trade fair hall and its commissioning.

5.500 m3 wood:

The large exhibition hall is the core
of the building

Transom transportation

In October 2006, WIEHAG received
the purchase order for producing and
assembling the wooden roof construction. In record time working plans
were drafted from the structural
calculations and architect's plans by
AT4 Architects ZT GmbH, and the
individual components for the
transoms, with a length of up to 46
m, a height of 4.50 m, and a width of
almost 6 m, were manufactured in
multiple shift operations. Over 2,800
m3 of glued laminated wood were
manufactured for this purpose.

12 heavy load
transports:
To simplify assembly on site, the lower
and upper bands for the load bearing
construction and the roofing elements
were pre-fabricated to as great an
extent as possible at WIEHAG's
Altheim works, and delivered to Wels.
It was necessary to draw up a special
route to transport the extremely long
transoms to the building site to
accommodate the 40 m turning circle
of the special heavy goods trucks.

WELS TRADE FAIR: NEW TRADE FAIR CENTRE
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THE BIGGEST WOODEN BUILDING IN UPPER AUSTRIA – ERECTED IN RECORD TIME

Modern interior architecture

Placing the 90 m self-supporting transoms

The New Trade Fair Centre after completion

WELS TRADE FAIR: NEW TRADE FAIR CENTRE
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5 months building time
for the trade fair hall
(incl. solid structures):
Pre-fabricated roof elements by
WIEHAG were positioned parallel to
the 90 m load bearing construction
for the trade fair building. Up to 800
m2 roof area were laid per day. The
largest wooden building in Upper
Austria was built in just five months;
its exhibition space of 16,000 m2 is

bigger than two football pitches and
was available for the Wels Energy
Saving Fair in early March 2007.

Winner of several
awards:
In 2007 the architects and WIEHAG
were awarded the special prize for
constructional engineering with wood
in the scope of the Upper Austrian
Wood Construction Awards. In 2008

The roof view shows the building's self-supporting span

the New Wels Trade Fair Centre won
the “Energy Star” award in the
municipality category, an award
presented by the Upper Austrian
Energy Saving Association and the
State of Upper Austria. And on 6th
May 2008 the SOLID building
technology prize was awarded for
the first time: from a field of some 30
projects submitted, WIEHAG won
the “Wooden Building” category with
the New Trade Fair Centre Wels.

Recommended reading:
“Messezentrum Neu. Zukunft – made in
Oberösterreich” (“The New Trade Fair
Centre: Future – made in Austria”)
You can request a free copy of this book
from: messe@wiehag.com

10th October 2007: Official inauguration; Austria's Federal Chancellor,
Dr. Gusenbauer (centre)

WELS TRADE FAIR: NEW TRADE FAIR CENTRE
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NEW TRADE FAIR KARLSRUHE / D

TRADE FAIR MAGDEBURG / D

Convincing looks, economy and ecology
Due to the budget situation stringent demands were placed on value for money with
respect to the load bearing structures and constructions. The official tender was worded
to explicitly allow alternatives. WIEHAG contributed its technical know-how and provided
convincing arguments with respect to quality, value for money, power savings and the
environment. In 2005 WIEHAG won the Energy Globe Award.

Simple. Excellent.
WIEHAG implemented the project, which was originally tendered as a steel construction,
as a best-of-breed solution from a construction and economic point of view. The load
bearing structure was implemented as a reinforced timber space framework to avoid the
need for visually unattractive wind and reinforcing elements. The structural engineering
model deployed here was the “Bernauer System Node” but on a totally new scale. In
some cases, up to 12 bars meet at a single node.

BUILDER/OWNER

Karlsruher Messe- und Kongress-GmbH

ARCHITECTS

Gerber Architekten

BUILDER/OWNER

MMG Magdeburger Messe Vermietungsgesellschaft mbH

self-supporting span width 80 m
5.500 m3 glued laminate wood

ARCHITECTS

W&P Architekten Ingenieure

Three standard halls and a multifunctional hall.
The enormous project with a total floor space of 55,000 m2
impresses with its environmentally-friendly CO2 balance: 23,000 t
were saved compared to a similar steel construction

T E C H . D ATA

2 halls, 60 x 60 m each, space framework of 48 m on 4 supports
Monopitch roof with 12 m supporting span

SPECIAL FEATURES

Originally tendered as a steel construction, the economic solution, in combination with
F30 fire protection, proposed by WIEHAG convinced the builder/owner

T E C H . D ATA
SPECIAL FEATURES

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

COMPETENCE: TRADE FAIR BUILDINGS
Energy-Globe 2005

Ingenieurbüro Bernauer
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TRADE FAIR GRAZ / A

TRADE FAIR BUILDING FREISTADT / A

Building progress according to schedule
Although the public tender for the load bearing system and roof for the new trade fair
building complex in Graz originally envisaged a steel space framework and light roofing
elements, WIEHAG's proposal based on gluelam solid-wall supports in combination with
WIEHAG roof elements won the day. What convinced the builder/owners was not just the
value for money the WIEHAG roof solution promised, but also the overall appearance of
the architecture: the plain, smooth surface of the solid wall supports (in contrast to a
disbanded steel space framework) underlined the architects' overall design. Completion
of the project: Autumn 2008.

Shorter building time thanks to WIEHAG innovations
A tight building schedule and strict cost framework required a design for the dome that
combines the load bearing structure and roof shell to form a single system, while at the
same time supporting a high level of serial pre-fabrication. The WIEHAG system fulfilled
all of the assembly preconditions and the exacting noise (45dB), fire protection and
building physics parameters.

BUILDER/OWNER

Messe Congress Graz Betriebsges.m.b.H

ARCHITECTS

General planning Riegler Riewe Architekten ZT GmbH

T E C H . D ATA

self-supporting span width 33 m
Exhibition floor space 13,500 m2 on two floors

SPECIAL FEATURES

The use of WIEHAG roof elements allowed the contractors
to keep to tight building schedules

BUILDER/OWNER

Mühlviertler Messe e.V.

ARCHITECTS

ZT Arch. DI Christian Hackl

T E C H . D ATA

dome building, elliptical ground plan
Self-supporting span length 47 m

SPECIAL FEATURES

Enormous reductions of building time thanks to pre-fabricated,
ready to assemble WIEHAG roof elements

COMPETENCE: TRADE FAIR BUILDINGS
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TRADE FAIR BUILDING STRAUBING / D
Best-of-breed aesthetics and implementation competency
While the first phase of the trade fair complex was effected in steel, phase two was a spectacular
WIEHAG wooden construction. This was so convincing that phase three also went to WIEHAG.

A self-supporting span length of 36
m was erected in domed Zollinger
roof format. One outstanding characteristic of the Straubing construction
is the attractive rhombic design. The
long span for this type of construction,
and the relatively complex geometry,
were qualified criteria that WIEHAG

mastered with utmost precision. Assembly logistics were one of the challenges. The whole construction, including the roof shell, were preassembled on the ground and then
lifted and positioned by mobile cranes. After positioning the auxiliary
supports, the connecting steel ele-

BUILDER/OWNER

Straubinger Ausstellungs- und Veranstaltungs GmbH

ARCHITECTS

Arch. Sternecker; Planung: Architektengemeinschaft mbH
Wohlhaupter & Wackerbauer

T E C H . D ATA

Zollinger construction type
Self-supporting span length 36 m

SPECIAL FEATURES

assembled on the floor, the 104 t construction was lifted into
position by 5 mobile cranes

ments were embedded in joint sealing
compounds in the apertures designed
to hold them. Excellent collaboration
between architects, engineers, and
WIEHAG technicians actively supports unusual solutions of this type.
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SALZBURGARENA / A
The decision for a steel roof had already been taken, and the reinforce
steel load bearing structure was designed with this roofing model in
mind. WIEHAG proved that a wooden roof construction was better
value for money, including the required rebuilding, and was awarded
the contract.
The roof construction on the multifunctional arena comprises a dualaxis, curvilineal gluelam construction
with parallel, symmetrical gluelam
transoms forming the primary load
bearing construction. A combination
with transversal supplementary supports creates a dome-shaped structure which focuses attention onto the

stage or pitch like a parabolic dish.
The design and manufacturing were
supported by a three-dimensional
CAD model. The geometry required
a large number of different binders
and supplementary supports as well
as complex assembly logistics –
demands that WIEHAG fulfilled with
the utmost precision.

BUILDER/OWNER

Messe Salzburg

ARCHITECTS

KSP Engel + Zimmermann GmbH

T E C H . D ATA

Self-supporting span width 81 m, length 105 m
Maximum seating capacity 6,800 seats

SPECIAL FEATURES

Originally, the tender was for a steel building,
but WIEHAG's wooden solution won the day

COMPETENCE: TRADE FAIR BUILDINGS
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COUNTYHALL LIMERICK, EISHALLE INNSBRUCK, EISHALLE NÜRNBERG, EISSCHNELLLAUFHALLE ERFURT, ERDBERGER
STEG, BRÜCKE ZWIESEL, LOGISTIKZENTRUM DUEVILLE, MESSE RIED, MESSEHALLE STRAUBING, MAXIMARKT WELS,
NEUE MESSE KARLSRUHE, SALZLAGERHALLE DEUSA, SALZLAGERHALLE SALINE, SALZBURG ARENA, 3-FACH
TURNHALLE KIRCHDORF, WELTREKORD WERBESTUHL XXXLUTZ, BRÜCKE LIEZEN, SPAR SCHWAZ, SPAR EGGELSBERG,
PISTENÜBERFÜHRUNG KATSCHBERG, MESSE KLAGENFURT, ÖSTERREICHERHAUS NAGANO, AMAG OFENHALLEN,
ATOMIC PRODUKTIONSSTÄTTE, SALZBURGARENA, DANZAS LOGISTIKZENTRUM, MESSE MAGDEBURG,
EINKAUFSZENTRUM VILLORBA, MESSE DRESDEN, MESSE FREISTADT, SAP CENTER GALWAY, EINKAUFSZENTRUM
MONFALCONE, HORNBACH KREMS, SPAR BOZEN, AQUAPULCO BAD SCHALLERBACH, LOGISTIKCENTER DUISBURG,
VIP HANGAR FLUGHAFEN WIEN, MESSE STRAUBING, HALLENBAD PRIENAVERA, SPORTZENTRUM URRETXU,
RUPERTUSBAD, ANITA LOGISTIKZENTRUM, REEDEREI EMDEN, ARA LOGISTIKZENTRUM, HALLENBAD BAD BIRNBACH,
HALLENBAD BAD LIEBENWERDA, BAHNHOF RÜSSELSHEIM, HALLE BERTI, BILLA ST. GILGEN, BOCCIODROMO MERAN,
BOCCIODROMO TIEZZO, BODEGA PERALTA, SEMINARSCHLOSS BOGENHOFEN, BRÜCKE SCHWERTBERG, BRÜCKE ST.
VALENTIN, CAMPO TENNIS CEPPINO, MESSEHALLE FREISTADT, CAPANNONE VEDELAGO, SPORTZENTRUM BOZEN,
COIPI PALESTRA LOVADINA, BRÜCKE DRACHSELSRIED, EDIFICIO COMMERCIALE FELTRE, HALLE EGGER, MESSE
WELS: MESSEZENTRUM NEU, EISHALLE HARD, EMBATEX, RAIKA FELDKIRCHEN, BINDERBERGER HANDENBERG,
HALLENBAD PASSAU, HORNBACH WELS, HANNAK SALZBURG, HOTEL HACIENDA PRINCIPE TENERIFFA, KOMPLEXBAU
STRASSBURG, KREUZHAUSERHOF SAN, KÖNIGSTHERME KÖNIGSBRUNN, PRODUKTIONSHALLE LÖFFLER,
LINDAUPARK, MASCHINENHALLE HÜTTENBERGER, MIBA VORCHDORF, MIEDL MAINKOFEN, ZIMMEREI NIEDERLEITNER,
OBSTHOF SEDLMEIER, SCHULE REGENSBURG, REITHALLE HÖFLER, ROTTEHALLE ASTEN, RUDERPAVILLON LINZ,
SAB SIGGERWIESEN, SALZBURGER ZIEGELWERKE, STADION SALZBURG, SPAR ST. VEITH, TURNHALLE LIEFERING,
PISTENÜBERFÜHRUNG KATSCHBERG, NEUE MESSE KARLSRUHE, SPAR HABERSDORF, TURNHALLE VATERSTETTEN,
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE DUBLIN, HOTEL NEBRADA ANDALUSIEN, COBH LEISURE CENTER, STADIUM PARK POOL
SUNDERLAND, POLIDEPORTIVO LAS CRUZES, CASA CONDESTABLE, INDUSTRIALHALL WOGAN DISTRIBUTORS,
CLONDALKIN POOL, THURLES POOL, CENTRO COMERCIAL NUEVA CONDOMINA, MESSE GRAZ, PERGOLA ALCOBENDAS,
PISCINA BEASAIN, BODEGA RUIZ DE TOMINO, PISCINAS SEVILLA, BATIBOIS COLMAR, SPORTHALL KATOWICE

WIEHAG GmbH, Linzer Straße 24, 4950 Altheim, Austria,
Tel. +43 (0) 7723/465-0, Fax +43 (0) 7723/465-638,
E-Mail: office@wiehag.com, www.wiehag.com

